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Most churches merely exist.Many churches do not develop leaders intentionally and
consistently. When leaders emerge from some churches, it is often by accident. Something is
missing. Something is off.Authors Eric Geiger (author of bestselling Simple Church and Creature
of the Word) and Kevin Peck argue that churches that consistently produce leaders have a
strong conviction to develop leaders, a healthy culture for leadership development, and helpful
constructs to systematically and intentionally build leaders. All three are essential for leaders to
be formed through the ministry of a local church.From the first recordings of history God has
made it clear that He has designed creation to be led by His covenant people. More than that,
He has decided what His people are to do with that leadership. Whether you are called to lead
your home, in the marketplace, in God’s church, or in your community, if you are called by God
you are called to lead others to worship the glory of God in Jesus Christ.God has designed His
people to lead.

About the AuthorEric Geiger is the Senior Pastor of Mariners Church in Irvine, California. Before
moving to Southern California, Eric served as senior vice-president for LifeWay Christian
Resources. Eric received his doctorate in leadership and church ministry from Southern
Seminary. Eric has authored or co-authored several books including the bestselling church
leadership book, Simple Church. Eric is married to Kaye, and they have two daughters: Eden
and Evie. During his free time, Eric enjoys dating his wife, taking his daughters to the beach, and
playing basketball. Kevin Peck is the lead pastor of The Austin Stone Community Church in
Austin, TX. Kevin works to bring strategic leadership, strong teams and a passion for developing
leaders to the local church. Kevin also serves as the Acts 29 Network Director for Emerging
Regions, helping to recruit and train church planters throughout Africa and Asia. Kevin received
his doctorate in leadership from Southern Seminary. He is married to Leslie and together they
have 3 beautiful girls Ellie, Halle, and Ivey.
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G. Coles, “Highly practical book offering useful frameworks. Designed to Lead is an extremely
practical book for any pastor or ministry leader desiring to create a culture of leadership
development within his/her ministry. Grounded in deep theology, the authors demonstrate how
the development of leaders who create good, God-honoring culture and who multiply God's
image through discipleship is ingrained into God's robust plan for the world from the beginning.
They not only offer the theology behind leadership development, but also bring it to ground-level
by offering helpful frameworks for examining holistic leadership development within your church
(convictions, culture, and constructs) and the pathways for that development to take place
(knowledge, experiences, and coaching).I personally found their comments on creating a culture
and developing constructs to be the most helpful. Without a culture of leadership development,
where people are expected to grow, where people are given opportunities to try (and fail), and
where this is taking place at all levels of an organization, leaders won't emerge. Alongside
culture, the appropriate constructs and pipelines are critical for leaders to grow. For someone
(like me) who tends to camp out in the abstract/theological parts of ministry, the constructs in
this book have been a huge practical resource as we think through how to shape groups,
volunteer teams, and other leaders development environments at our church.The one thing I
would have loved to see a bit more of, is more specific comments or examples of how to develop
leaders for the market place within the church. They did a great job of raising the importance of
the church's role in not only raising leaders to lead within the church, but raising leaders within
the church to lead for the world in government, business, art, etc. It would have been great to
have had some more concrete examples of how to do this in the book. Obviously, raising leaders
to lead in the church and in the culture are not mutually exclusive, but I'd love see some
additional writing in the future (from them or others) applying the frameworks they use
specifically to the task of raising leaders within the church to lead in the market place.Highly
recommend!”

Jennifer A. Lindgren, “Excellent Book. Its a book that any one pastor, board or anyone in church
leadership should read. It is an excellent tool for evaluation and conversation for forward
movement.”

PRAISER2, “Good Reading… Fast Delivery. Group Reading”

Reader, “Must-read for church leaders!. Book was used for a leadership development class. Eye-
opening and practical information.”

J.J. Seid, “A must read for pastors and ministry leaders. I've been in pastoral ministry now for
seven years, and I wish this book existed seven years ago, and I wish that I had read it seven
years ago. It would have saved me a lot of fruitless thrashing around, trying out various practices



of discipleship that were neither scalable, nor deeply grounded in a robust theology and
philosophy of ministry. There are many other books around this topic—classics written by Robert
Coleman, Greg Ogden, and others—but nothing quite like this. This book gives you a strategic
roadmap for how to actually go about making disciples who make disciples in the local church in
a way that is scalable, systematic, and sustainable. If you long for the vision articulated in
Ephesians 4 to be increasingly true of your local church and your ministry endeavors, where the
pastors/elders are not primarily *doing* the work of the ministry, but primarily *equipping the
saints* to do the work of the ministry, then this is a must-read book for you. I read an average of
50 books a year, with many more stacked in my office and vying for my attention. This one went
to the top of my list. The authors are good and godly men who practice what they preach in
these pages. Truth that is lived becomes truth that is concretely and passionately articulated,
and that's what you will find here.”

Andrew brady, “Vital. This book is a great tool in helping with the development of Christ like
leaders. The world needs Jesus and He wants his under shepherds as equipped as possible in
leading others to Him. This books helps with this in a major way.”

Calvin L., “Helpful guide on effective leadership. Good read that lifts the clouds on how leaders
are developed. Instead, the book synthesizes the biblical principles of leadership with the best
practices of other leaders throughout the US, and shows how to systematically guide, cultivate
and produce people who take initiative for Christ in their spheres of influence.Main IdeasThe
health of a church is indicated by its volunteers.–Are the church volunteers bought in?–How well
do volunteers lead and take initiative?–Does the church inspire and equip them to become
leaders in their spheres of influence?Good book and I will likely revisit it again to dig more out of
it. I recommend it to all those who are trying to better steward the people God has entrusted to
you.”

Sojer’s, “Five Stars. Love this book”

Client d'Ebook Library, “Must Read. This has been a very challenging reading... at each page I
have been challenged to improve, to rethink values and convictions regarding leadership.I do
recommend it for all Pastors.”

Michael Mendiola, “Challenging yet doable!. A fresh approach into leadership development.”

The book by Eric Geiger has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 292 people have provided feedback.
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